
ESTABLISHED 1984



MG SERIES

OT SERIES

MF SERIES



MM1MM10 MM12

MM3MM5

MM13

Also available in:

MM15



BTH

FC10

FC12

FC5BKT

HAY

PD

RCFC1
HAYJ

SMF

FC20

Also available in:

FC15FC13



FTYL

CAP22 BlankLTD

CMF PMF

PCAPLTCAP SCAP

Salt Block Saver

PC PCBS

JPC

BKTL

BTL

FTL

FB

SC

LT



DIMENSIONS 4M TROUGH

DIMENSIONS 6M TROUGHMEAL MOBILE
BUILT STRONG, BUILT TO LAST!



MEAL TROUGHS   
FREE STANDING

MEAL TROUGHS WITH 
LEGS AND SLED FRAME

PT10

PT30

AFT3 BARE

PF30

PF10

AFT4 sled

AFT4 with legs

AFT6

AFT2

AFT1

MEAL TROUGHS – 
HOOK ON



External sizes



External sizes

External sizes

*Accessories extra



I-MILK MOBILE MILKER DUO 

I-MILK MOBILE MILKER 



You would think that
the teat was alive!

 New Zealand’s 
number one selling 
teat

 Soft, flexible rubber
 Closely resembles 

a cow’s teat
 Easily removed
 Leak-resistant

There is a milk opening on each side of 
the nipple, situated so that the crown of 
the nipple remains intact and ensures 
that the teat is leak-resistant.

The valve never closes in its relaxed 
state so it cannot be blocked. It is 
designed to function like a real cow’s 
teat, moving all the time while the calf  
is sucking.

Available with a screw-on thread,  
making changing and installing as  
simple as a couple of twists.

The teat action ensures efficient, even 
feeding – calves do not stress or fidget. 
Health problems, such as scours or 
pneumonia, are reduced.

Peach Teats can even be milked  
on a milking machine...
proving that it totally simulates 
the cow’s teat!
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The most natural feeding 
teat on the market

www.peachteats.co.nz
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73 Railway Road, PO Box 807, Palmerston North 4440, New Zealand 
Phone: 0508 688 688, Fax: 06 356 8817, Web: www.stallion.co.nz

STALLION PLASTICS LTD

FAX AWAY FOR YOUR  
NEW STALLION FEEDER 
We will deliver to your farm free of charge,  
unpack and show you how to use it.

PLUS, for any reason you are not happy we will  
give you a 10 day exchange for any other  
Stallion Mobile Feeder†

† conditions apply

Yes, I would like a new Stallion Mobile Feeder

NAME: 

ADDRESS: 

 

 

PHONE: 

MOBILE: 

SIGNATURE: 

FAX 06 356 8817
PH 0508 688 688

TYPE OF FEEDER

 MG40

 MG50

 MG60

 MG80

 OT50

 MF50

 MF60

 MF70

Unlike inverted nipple teats,  
Peach Teats can be flushed 
through for effective cleaning

www.stallion.co.nz


